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By David Adler 

4  October 2003 | ALL ABOUT JAZZ

NEW YORK @ NIGHT

Welcome to New York@Night, where every month I supply
readers with a taste of what's been going on in the city's jazz
nightspots. To read more, check out www.allaboutjazz.com. 

Appearing at Birdland, the Westchester-based trumpeter
and Kenton/Thad&Mel alumnus Marvin Stamm
sounded radiant in the company of pianist Bill Mays,
bassist Rufus Reid and drummer Ed Soph. After two
loosely swinging, highly interactive workouts (Thad's
"Mean What You Say" and Reid's up samba "When She
Smiles Upon Your Face"), John Abercrombie joined the
group as a special guest. How curious to hear this guitar
modernist on Bill May's brisk arrangement of Gershwin's
"Strike Up the Band". Abercrombie took the spotlight for
a few minutes with "A Nice Idea", the leadoff track from
his 2002 ECM effort Cat 'n' Mouse, and played 
beautifully on Mays' folkish 5/4 piece "In Her Arms"
(from the pianist's latest Palmetto release, Going Home). It
was clear throughout the set that Stamm and Mays share
an especially strong musical bond, and this made their
exquisite duo rendition of Kenny Wheeler's "Widow in
the Window" all the more gratifying. Stamm stuck to
flugelhorn for the second half of the set; Mays cast a spell
with his harmonic imagination and sheer stage presence;
Rufus Reid had a ball, not to mention a great big sound;
and Ed Soph revealed a deliciously angular rhythmic 
concept that nudged every tune just slightly left of center.

The Jazz Gallery gave firebreathing young altoist Miguel
Zenon the honor of a month of Thursdays, and the results
were tremendous. Zenon seized the opportunity to 
showcase two different quartets, the second of which was
his new Rhythm Collective, featuring Hans Glawischnig
on electric bass, Henry Cole on drums and Pernell
Saturnino on percussion. In the last 18 months or so,
Zenon's compositional voice has taken on a daring, 
enormously sophisticated quality. This chordless 
ensemble was especially strong: drums and percussion
cooked up a relentless rhythmic boil while Glawischnig
functioned as a one-man orchestra, using an octave pedal
to beef up his presence at just the right moments. Zenon
displayed a growing mastery of his horn and navigated
his own complex tunes with aplomb. But this was no
mere technical display; there was inner meaning in every
transition, every blindingly fast unison line, and Zenon
always managed to make it clear.

Our own Laurence Donohue-Greene brought guitarist
James Emery to the lovely Hudson View Gardens 
apartment complex in Washington Heights for a 
magnificent solo concert. Playing his custom D'Aquisto
through a pair of Tannoy speakers and a Mackie mixing
console, Emery enthralled a small but entirely receptive
audience with readings of Monk ("Played Twice", "Criss
Cross", "Monk's Mood"), Coltrane ("26-2"), and Ravel
("Forlane" from Le Tombeau de Couperin). He also offered a
selection of originals including "Falling River Time",
"Poetry in Stillness", "Arc into Distant Night" and "The
Pursuit of Happiness", along with a fabulous "Lush Life".
Emery's agility and technical prowess are 
astounding, but it all adds up to more than just chops.
What Emery has is a unique improvisational vocabulary.
His open-string moves and his feats of finger 
independence aren't just for show; they always bring
about some uncanny and original musical effect.

Art Davis/Billy Bang; Art Davis/Odean Pope - A very
special Sunday and Monday night at the Jazz Gallery and
Cornelia Street Café, respectively. Dr. Davis is a veteran
bassist who has graced recordings and bandstands led by
Coltrane, Hubbard and many more (McCoy Tyner's 1962
trio classic Inception is an important resumé item). In
recent years Davis has eschewed the limelight and 
devoted himself to jazz education. This was his first-ever
duo performance with violinist Billy Bang, and it showed
in a number of shaky transitions and miscues. But there
was gravitas in Davis' unamplified sound, a poignancy in
his touch, and often a glimmer of transcendence in his
rapport with the violin. At one point Bang unplugged his

axe and attempted to go acoustic as well, but after one
tune he reconsidered. Highlights included Bang's
"Moments for the KIAMIA" (from Vietnam: The Aftermath),
Davis' calypso-inflected "Everybody's Doing It", and a
slow, in-tempo reading of Coltrane's "Lonnie's Lament".

The following night at Cornelia Street, Davis
appeared in a duo setting with tenor saxophonist Odean
Pope. The first set opened with Pope's angular blues
"Knot It Off" (from a 1996 Enja date, aptly titled Ninety-
Six). "Everybody's Doing It" resurfaced from the night
before, sounding tighter but a bit less playful. The duo
went out swinging with "Suite for Two", based loosely on
rhythm changes. Pope brandished a gritty tone and made
extensive use of his highly developed circular breathing.
If you prefer the tenor sax to the violin (and let's face it,
most of us do), this was the gig to see, although both
nights had their rewards.

The Blue Note engagement of Kenny Garrett/Pharoah
Sanders was the talk of the jazz town for a week. The two
saxophonists raised the roof with the help of Carlos
McKinney on piano, Robert Hurst on bass and Jeff "Tain"
Watts on drums. It's hard to imagine a sound more
intense than Sanders blowing with gale force, buffeted by
Watts' non-stop, triple-tom assault. The first tune, an
uptempo burner, stretched to nearly 15 minutes and 
provided more than a set's worth of energy and 
information. But the band played on, and grew - 
trombonist Steve Turre and trumpeter Wallace Roney sat
in for the remainder, including a blazing "Giant Steps"
and Garrett's funky, lyrical "Sing a Song of Song" (from
1997's Songbook). Garrett got the crowd to sing the melody
on the latter; Sanders, for his part, opted to sing it 
directly into the bell of his horn.

• Bob Brookmeyer & Kenny Wheeler - Island
(Artists House)

• Laurent Coq - Like a Tree in the City 
(Sunnyside)

• Mike Holober - Canyon (Sons of Sound)
• Rick McLaughlin - Study of Light (Accurate)
• Jean-Michel Pilc - Cardinal Points (Dreyfus)
• Angelica Sanchez - Mirror Me (OmniTone)
-David Adler 
NY@Night Columnist, AllAboutJazz.com

• Papo Vasquez Pirates Troubadors - 
Carnival in San Juan (Cubop)

• Daniele D’Agaro/Ernst Glerum/
Han Bennink – Strandjutters (hatOLOGY)

• Peter Kowald/Miya Masaoka/Gino Robair 
– Illuminations (Rastascan)

• Manhattan Saxophone Ensemble (with Steve 
Wilson and Tim Ries) – The Dogwalk (GPC)

• Gerry Mulligan/Johnny Hodges – 
Mulligan Meets Hodges (Verve)

• (Various Artists) Document Chicago: New 
Jazz and Improvisation (482 Music)

-Laurence Donohue-Greene
Managing Editor, AllAboutJazz-New York  

• Tim Berne - The Sublime and Science 
Friction Live (Thirsty Ear)

• Elton Dean’s Ninesense - Live at the BBC
(Hux)

• Paul Dunmall/Paul Rogers/Kevin Norton - 
Rylickolum (CIMP)

• Marty Ehrlich - Line on Love (Palmetto)
• Gianluigi Trovesi  - Fugace (ECM)
• Soft Machine - BBC Radio 1971-1974 (Hux)
Bruce Gallanter
Proprietor, Downtown Music Gallery
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